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Overview of 2009: Since September 
2005, OSCAR has been completely 
digital. OSCAR provides  pdf 
formats for printing and web 
viewing. OSCAR depends upon 
and appreciates the support of 
advertisers, writers, photographers, 
distributors and values all its 
readers. Also, thanks to Chris Solar, 
OSCA webmaster, who places the 
monthly OSCAR on the OSCA 
website and archives the previous 
issues of OSCAR. The paper 
OSCAR publishes 11 times a year – 
September to June and a combined 
July/August issue.

Volunteers: Distributors, 
Writers, Photographers: 
OSCAR could not survive without 
the numerous volunteers who write, 
photograph, and email information, 
ideas and leads. Kudos to all of the 
creativity in OOS.
Without the numerous volunteer 
distributors, co-ordinated by Larry 
Ostler, Distribution Manager, 
OSCAR would remain bundled, 
undistributed and unread. Thank you 
Volunteers!

Advertising: Local businesses 
provide the sole financial support 
of OSCAR. There are also some 
advertisers from other parts of the 
city, due to website viewing of 
OSCAR, but also because shoppers 
in OOS come from all parts of 
the city and beyond, who pick up 
OSCAR and return it to where they 

live. Gayle Weitzman is OSCAR’s 
Advertising Manager. 

Accounting: An OSCAR meeting 
is held in the week following 
the printing of OSCAR, and in 
attendance are Editor, Distribution 
Manager, Advertising Manager, and 
Bookkeeper. OSCAR’s bookkeeper, 
Susanne Ledbetter, gives a specific 
and unique service to OSCAR by 
providing reports on Current and 
Outstanding Advertising Accounts, 
Comparative Presentations of 
Balance Sheet, Income Statement 
and Trial Balance Sheet. 

Printing: OSCAR is printed by 
Winchester Print, who deliver the 
printed copies of OSCAR to the 
Distribution Manager’s residence. 
Winchester Print provides an 
 efficient and reliable service.

Technical: OSCAR is produced 
with a MAC G5 using Adobe 
Professional CS4 Software, which 
includes InDesign, Photoshop, 
Illustrator and Acrobat: this is the 
standard in the industry. OSCAR 
is saved as a pdf using printer 
specifications, and then sent via 
Internet FTP protocol to a website 
owned by Winchester Print where it 
is printed and subsequently 
delivered to OOS. OSCAR is also 
saved in a web format pdf for 
website viewing and Chris Solar, 
OSCA webmaster, places 
OSCAR on the website – for the 

world to see!

OSCAR is owned by the 
community, and as are other 
locally owned newspapers, it can 
be considered to be the soul of the 
community. The independence of 
OSCAR helps it to unite the 
diversity of the community,
preserve the identity of the 
community. and provides a platform 
for the exchange of ideas.

Editor: Mary Anne Thompson

OSCAR Policy

The opinions expressed by the 
writers, who make submissions to 
OSCAR, are not necessarily those 
of the publisher or editor.

All work submitted to OSCAR 
remains the property of the 
submitter.

All works submitted to OSCAR 
will only be used in the publication 
of OSCAR: in print and on the 
website or other electronic storage 
format.

All works submitted to OSCAR 
may be edited for publication.

The editor of OSCAR has full 
discretion with respect to choice 
and placement of all material 
appearing in OSCAR. 
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